
SHORT DEMO OF 

CONSULTATION
CREATED BY JUNE ALLEN



The Universal Choice          
For Permanent Hair Removal



• This is where we can put any of your personal credentials

• Your name is trained in  all electrology modalities and 

techniques available in the permanent hair removal industry.

▪ Her  equipment is most modern including  

lighting/magnification,  digital epilator and sterilization.

• She is a graduate of _____________

• Member of ____________________

• AEA logos only available to confirmed members.

Consultations are invited.



Our office adheres to the recommended national standards for sterilization procedures in 

electrology offices established by the American Electrology Association in conjunction 

with The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC).

Our office exclusively uses: 

~ Sterile forceps; 

~ pre-sterilized, single- use, disposable  probes

~ disposable  non-latex examination gloves

~  ultrasonic cleaner with protein dissolving enzymes

~ dry heat sterilizer  or autoclave   ~ fresh table paper 

~ rigid hand washing procedures.



Single-use, individually 

wrapped, pre-sterilized.

Available in a variety of types and metals 

Gold plated, insulated, surgical steel.

Immediately disposed of into a 

special sharps hazardous 

materials container after each 

client.



Men, women, teens.

It is effective on all skin colors and all hair colors.

Any texture of hair can be treated, including very fine hair and    

heavy, coarse hairs.

It is FOR EVERYONE 



“A gift to yourself”

It’s easy. 

You just show up for your treatments,

We will do the rest.

Adhere to the consistent recommended series of

treatments and you will love the results!

The

Universal

Choice



Because this is a natural opening of the skin, the 

insertion of the probe into the follicle is not  felt by 

the client. What the client may actually feel is the 

application of the current.

A sterile probe is gently inserted 

into the follicle along side of the 

hair.

Once in the follicle, a measured 

amount of energy is  released via 

the probe to destroy the source of 

growth.

The hair should then slide out with 

no resistance as the electrologist 

grasps the hair with tweezers. 



The bulk of the hair follicle destruction is 

accomplished in the lower 2/3rds of the 

follicle where there is more moisture. 

Because the upper 1/3 of the follicle is 

left untreated, the chance of scarring is 

eliminated. 



Let’s complete the health history card and 

begin your treatment.

your address

Telephone 123 345-6789

Your own logo --------------------------------------



These are only  a few of the slides in the consultation.

When you get your copy, I can remove any of the slides that you do

Not need. In all, there are 42 slides.

It is delivered as a pdf and can be printed out or used on computer

Or device as a show or a book.

The slides need to be personalize and a few extra photos are required 

That you will have to give me. (purchase or your personal ones, but no copy

Of photos that belong to someone else. (copyrights)

There are tons of drawings and photos that I have in the presentation that

You can use for free but cannot duplicate without permission. 

There are a few slides that can be framed and hung in office.

The cost is $100 including my time to personalize it for you.

The best way to do this is to conact me via text or call

978 424-8584. Please leave a message as I do not answer the phone

When with a client.

Please send your loco, name address telephone, website etc of business.

If you are a member of any association, include that.  Send check or we can do credit card.

Regards,

June Allen 


